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Abstract
Mobile remote presence systems (MRPs) are the logical
next step in telepresence, but what are the ethical, social,
legal, and technical implications of such systems going
into the wide wild world? We explored these potential issues by immersing ourselves in a range of possible applications by re-purposing commercially available MRPs. This
researcher-as-experimental-subject (RAES) approach allowed us to quickly identify many possible issues that could
arise from use of the technology. Considering such issues
can help further the use of telepresence robots in real-life
settings. Furthermore, we suggest that the RAES approach
could be helpful in finding interesting issues that might arise
when new technologies are introduced to the consumer
market.

Introduction
Introducing new technology to the wide wild world can have
a broad impact, which makes it important to consider the
potential (ethical) implications of such technologies beforehand [9]. Many HCI researchers will recognize that interactions with users and different contexts often leads to unforeseen situations, which can be formative for the design.
How can we predict some of the (ethical) implications of
unforeseen situations? We here propose a pragmatic approach; deliberately re-purposing such technology, taking it

into the world to explore the resulting emergent interactions.
We aimed to collect rich anecdotal data by engaging as active observers and taking our first-person experiences into
account, following a researcher-as-experimental-subject
(RAES) methodology [2]. This approach, while inherently
exploratory in nature, can give unexpected insights in the
implications of the technology. It may further yield indicators of the impact and priority of these different implications.
These anecdotal insights and indicators can serve as a
starting point for more rigorous quantitative methodologies.

Figure 1: The Double, made by
Double Robotics.

We applied this approach to a fairly new type of consumer
technology: mobile remote presence systems (MRPs).
MRPs are systems that allow for two way communication between a local user (or bystander) and a telepresent
(not local) pilot. The telepresent-pilot can steer their robot
through the environment of the local-user and both can engage in two-way communication through cameras, screens,
microphones, and speakers (we adhere to the terminology
of [6]). MRPs are getting better, cheaper, and more common (e.g. [3]). Thus far, they have been mostly confined to
laboratories and controlled environments such as offices.
Slowly, we see them going out into the wide wild world1 .
The scientific work done in labs and the use cases explored
by developers of commercial platforms can only provide a
limited view of what will happen in society; it is the actual
use in the real world that raises a whole new set of concerns and opportunities.
In this paper we present our investigation of the issues and
benefits that arise by such actual use. Our contribution is
twofold: 1) we show ethical issues that could be addressed;
and 2) we show that investigating technology with a RAES

Figure 2: The Giraff, made by
Giraff Technologies.

1
Up to here we use this term to exemplify the dispersion, uncontrollable aspects, and implementation outside the lab, for example seen for a
commercial device blog.suitabletech.com (visited Sep. 25,2015)

approach and creative use cases can give insight in the
possible implications and uses of such technology.

Background
Research in the wide wild world
Real-life settings are diverse, hard to predict, and hard
to control, which can make it challenging to conduct research in such settings. One approach is the researcheras-experimental-subject methodology, which has been
successfully used in social psychology [2]. In it, the scientist engages as an active observer. This approach is similar
to other practices, such as dogfooding2 , where developers are required to use their own software [4]. Dogfooding
can have various benefits, e.g. small bugs or annoyances
the developer encounters in daily can be solved rapidly. In
line with these approaches, Roberts suggested that selfexperimentation can generate new scientific ideas, where
he focused on his health, sleep, and mood [7].
MRP systems in the wide wild world
Though a lot of scientific work has been done with MRP
systems, including research with specific user groups,
most of this work was done in controlled settings ranging
from technical laboratories to living labs: see [6] for an
overview. At the same time, capabilities and affordability of MRP systems have increased [3]. By now, there is
a range of MRP platforms commercially available, for example the Double (www.doublerobotics.com) and the Beam
(www.suitabletech.com). Other platforms, such as the Giraff
(www.giraff.org), were getting ready for the more general
market as well but are no longer produced3 .
2
Allegedly this term originates from someone advertising dog food
and feeding it to their own dog, or from a dog food manufacturer eating it
himself [4].
3
See [6] for an overview of MRPs, additional systems can be found at
telepresencerobots.com/robots (visited January 28, 2017).

Figure 3: EventBot being blocked.

Albeit not in a scientific context, this availability has already
resulted in a range of uses. For example, Suitable technologies mentioned on their website that the Beam was
employed in several use cases outside the common scope
of MRP systems. It was used for clean room inspection, for
showing around clients in their factory and (cgi-)laboratory,
for being present at conferences or trade shows, for supervising medical residents, and to improve a telepresent
job interview by showing candidates around. Furthermore,
they reported a variety of use cases for bedridden or otherwise disabled people: navigating in the outside world,
visiting museums, doing a PhD defense, and even visiting
the White House to meet the president.
While they all have similar intended functionality, each of
these systems has different specifics, that can influence
how people will respond to such systems. For the practical
reason of their being available to us, we used the Double
(Figure 1) and the Giraff (Figure 2) in this work.

a soccer match, let elderly play bingo via a MRP (we controlled as we found earlier that doing so can be quite challenging for elderly people), had a (‘pub’)quiz at our department with colleagues, traveled on the train, went onto the
(local) ‘road’, made a little red riding hood movie in the forest, ‘danced with the robot’ by controlling it via a Kinect, and
finally also experienced the more traditional office environment.
Our observations during these use cases were aimed at
identifying both specific and general issues and benefits
that arose. Afterwards we identified four main domains to
which these issues and benefits could be linked: social,
technical, legal, and ethical. In this paper we will focus onto
the ethical considerations we came across. Most insightful
for this was our first use case: going grocery shopping with
an MRP, and due to scope of this paper we will here only go
into variations of this use case.

The ShopBot Use Case
Methodology

Figure 4: ShopBot at the cashier.
The basket with the cookies and
cash is encircled.

Following the RAES approach, we investigated MRP systems by actually putting them there in a wide variety of use
cases. We ourselves were active observers, either by acting
as the remote visitor or by direct observation (and instruction) of those that were co-located with the MRP system.
Specifically, we investigated use cases (outside the current
scope of use) that ‘a member of the general public’ might
come up with if they had easy access to an abundance of
cheap MRP systems. We did not intend to create an extensive or complete set of use cases, but rather started from
the principle of bringing an MRP system to all activities we
normally attend. In this way our ethical advisory board considered it standard HCI research and granted us permission
to perform the research. With our MRP we went to events
(Figure 3), gave a lecture, went to an art-gallery, refereed

Shopping is a repeating and common task throughout society. It can constitute one of the few possibilities for some
form of social contact. One might feel the experience of
shopping with a telepresence robot to be more vivid and social than online shopping. There are various reasons why
one might go for a quick shopping expedition with a (telepresence) robot, and we are not the first to embark on such
an adventure [1]. One could be preventing physical discomfort (reducing required effort or prevent injuries due to
heavy weights), or might be unable to go outside otherwise
(contagious state, physical disabilities or mandatory physical presence, e.g., looking after one’s children at the same
time).
We went out with an MRP system (a Double) to get some

groceries4 . This required some additions to the device: mobile broadband internet with a wifi hotspot, a bucket to place
the products in, and a container to keep the money (i.e. a
paper envelope).
Finding the cookies, the product we craved, was easy using
the video stream. However, for putting the product in the
basket we relied on the help of others, we asked people to
put the groceries into the bucket. Some shoppers seemed
to observe us with curiosity but most remained reluctant to
help us.
Figure 5: The pilot showing his ID
to the cashier.

It surprised us that it was so hard to elicit help for such a
small task. We expected the novelty [10] of the MRP system to generate interest from the shoppers and that this
would make it easy to elicit help.
A technical solution might be possible (e.g. a robotic hand5 )
but with current technology it seems difficult to imagine
this solution to be elegant. However, being dependent on
people would be hard in an (exaggerated) future scenario
where MRP systems are abundant and outnumber the
shoppers. A less social alternative, in which one still gets
their groceries instead of getting them delivered, is to let the
shop owner collect the groceries based on a shopping list
and sell them to the MRP that visits the shop, an approach
chosen in [1].

Figure 6: TheftBot sneaking past
the distracted cashier. The well
hidden TheftBot is encircled.

We were successful in joining the queue for the cashier station. Shoppers did not cut in line and did not engage the
robot or the pilot in interaction. They did, however, help the
cashier get the cookies and money. The location of the basket and the money on the robot meant that it was difficult for
4

www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJr4Z26qqm0
E.g. the Origibot: www.indiegogo.com/projects/
origibot-remote-telepresence-robot-w-gripper#/updates (visited
5

Oct. 1st, 2015)

the cashier to reach (Figure 4).
BeerBot
But what would happen when trying to buy a more regulated product? To find out, we repeated the ShopBot set
up, this time to get a beer6 . Another shopper put a can of
our favorite brand in the robot’s basket and we queued in
line for the cashier. Confronted with a low resolution picture
of the driver that made it difficult to guess his age, as per
Dutch law the cashier did what she was obliged to do when
in doubt about the age: she asked for identification. After
awkwardly presenting a driver’s license to the camera we
were allowed to purchase the alcoholic beverage (Figure 5).
This triggered us to think about the legal and practical issues surrounding identification and identity. Identity theft is
also something we should keep in mind as it might be easy
for the pilot to pose as someone else. For example, an underage shopper might pose as a parent on the ‘family MRP
system’. They might be able to reuse a recorded interaction
of one of the parents to buy alcohol.
TheftBot
While we do not predict a ‘Coming Robot Crime Wave’ as
Sharkey et al. [8] do, we do see possible ways people might
use MRP systems for illegal activities.
Extending on the BeerBot scenario we turned to ethically
challenging behavior: stealing an item from the grocery
store using the telepresence robot7 . We again enlisted the
help of a friendly human shopper to place an item in the
basket on the robot. Then we needed to find someone who
would distract the cashier so we could sneak out with our
snack without being noticed (the cashier and the supermarket were informed and gave consent prior to our ex6
7

www.youtube.com/watch?v=78fnkXxY6Js
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mh0xostnWKw

periment). We found a group of university students (adults)
who were, to our surprise, willing to distract the cashier.
With perfect timing they asked: “Miss, miss, where can we
get a plastic bag?”. Our MRP passed the cashier without
being noticed and was ready to leave the shop with the
stolen goods (Figure 6). At this point the experiment was
revealed and the students were debriefed on the overall
goal of our research project. Because the students had
been (surprisingly) accommodating in what to them should
have appeared as an illegal activity, we took extra care in
debriefing this to them.

Figure 7: A photographer making
a tucked side-way roll to make way
for an MRP system. Something we
did not anticipate but could
influence professional reputation
(in a different setting).

This example brings forth a number of interesting issues.
What about the appropriateness of using novelty of such a
system while hiding behind a screen as a means to change
behavior? Should we look differently to deceiving each
other over a video conference system, what role could additional communication features play, and how do we intervene if things spin out of control [5]? Should we actively discourage unwanted behavior, in one way or another? These
and other issues, also from other use cases, also leads us
to a more legal issue of responsibility of artificial entities.

Discussion
We have explored several use cases, for an MRP system,
where interesting ethical, social, technical, and legal issues
might exist. We were the pilot of the system and took it with
us in our daily lives. We found several issues related to
ethical considerations, for instance, taking someone else’s
identity with an MRP system and the need for asking people to help our ‘less than perfect’ robot. In the most extreme
case, we have seen that pilots are able to make other people accomplices in illegal activities. Note that these issues
have overlapping legal and ethical aspects. Despite apparent benefits of MRP systems, for example bedridden people
(re)joining social life, an important ethical question always

remains: Is the burden that pilots lay upon other people justified?
Following Corti et al. [2], we do not propose to step away
from the normal third-person approach in HRI and HCI research. Instead, we propose that a first-person approach
can be beneficial in exploratory cases such as those discussed in this paper. The related (auto-)ethnographic approach differs, as that requires one to be truly embedded
in the social or cultural environment preferably in a longitudinal form. Our approach is instead less in-depth but, as
shown, still capable of finding interesting issues. In line with
what Harrison [4] said in relation to ‘dogfooding’, we feel
that companies and researchers that develop (MRP) technology might not be able to find novel use cases (or markets!) because they get ‘stuck with what they know’. As we
showed with this paper, external users will stumble upon
insights that otherwise might have been overlooked.
We showed videos we made during use cases8 to other
researchers and participants which allowed us to discuss
this with other researchers and participants. A benefit was
that these videos made the, often abstract, discussions of
ethical issues much more specific and relatable. In addition,
the discussions inspired several new use cases such as
the referee case, see margin for other ideas with interesting
issues.
The RAES approach has several benefits, but there are
also several considerations to be taken into account. First
of all, traditional procedure of getting ethical approval and
asking for consent might not suffice. During the interaction unforeseen situations can pop-up at which researchers
have to make ad-hoc decisions. These can change the
study significantly from the proposed study and while this
8

hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/workpackages/starbot/

Other use cases
Other use cases that might
offer interesting ethical
dilemmas:
DeathBot: An MRP system at a hospital that can
give family members and
friends that cannot reach
a critical patient in time a
chance to say goodbye.
SecurityBot: Use a MRP
system to secure locations,
buildings, or objects at night.
WhereIsItMadeBot: Offer
customers of a foreign product the chance to see where
and how it is made.
EbolaBot: Allow social
interaction with (potentially)
highly contagious patients.
ParkRangerBot: Have
a park ranger show fragile
nature in a classroom.
StadiumBot: Take a
friend to a sports stadium.
QBot: Use an MPR system to queue in line for an
event or item (e.g. a new
phonea ).
a
mashable.com/2015/09/
24/robot-iphone-6s (visited Oct.

1st, 2015)

can provide important insights it can also create ethical issues. Thus, for RAES studies, targeted ethical training for
the researchers is essential. Such training will allow the
researcher to make ethically sound decisions in the field.
Additionally, researchers should check their ad-hoc decisions with their ethical committee. These reflections should
occur after each ad-hoc decision and always before more
than one experimental session is performed.
In conclusion, the RAES approach was useful to identify
a wide range of (ethical) implications of the use of novel
technology such as MRPs. Precisely because of this wide
range, and the opportunity for surprising user actions, researchers should stay alert to ethical issues that arise during the case studies. When traditional experimental setups
in a controlled setting might be unsuited to find real-life issues with MRP systems, RAES can be a tool that might be
worthwhile to identify these issues in the wide wild world.
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